Coeliac disease in the oral mucosa?

Coeliac disease (CD) is a small intestinal hypersensitivity occurring in some individuals to gluten prolams from wheat, rye, barley (1,2) and some oat species (3,4). CD has a strong genetic background (10% prevalence in first degree relatives coupled with 30% concordance in dizygotic and 70% in monozygotic twins) (1,2) as virtually all the patients are HLA-DQ2+ and/or HLA-DQ8+. CD patients are also positive for some serological markers (IgA anti-endomysial and/or IgA anti-tissue transglutaminase –tTG–) and have gluten-induced duodenal morphological changes characterized by: a) Lymphocyte infiltrates at the intraepithelial compartment; b) crypt hyperplasia; and c) villous atrophy (1,2,5). Despite CD is the most common food intolerance in Western European countries, with an estimated prevalence in Europe that may rise up to 1% in the general population (6,7), only 1 out of 7 or 10 affected individuals are correctly diagnosed (8). Non-CD gluten intolerance has also been recently recognized (9,10) adding an extra difficulty to CD diagnosis. At present, the only treatment for CD and non-CD gluten intolerance is a life-long strict gluten-free diet (GFD), which normally leads to a complete remission of the clinical symptoms and recovery of the mucosal lesion (1,2).

The most accepted model for explaining CD immunopathogenesis is the two-signal model (11) characterized by a first innate immune response followed by a secondary antigen-specific adaptive response. On a first step, some gliadin toxic peptides trigger an innate immune response (12,13) in a HLA-DQ2/8 independent manner mainly characterized by the production of IL-15 by epithelial cells (14,15), which has maximum effects on CD patients as they have an increased duodenal expression of IL-15 receptor coupled with a lower immune response threshold against such cytokine (16). That results in the disruption of the epithelial barrier, both by directly increasing the permeability throughout the tight-junctions (17,18) and by inducing enterocyte apoptosis after intraepithelial lymphocyte reprogramming into NK-like cells (19,20). As a consequence, gliadin immuno-adaptive peptides can now reach the lamina propria where they are deaminated by the enzyme tTG. Such deamination confers a negative load to gliadin peptides which can now fit in the HLA-DQ2/8 presenting molecule expressed on lamina propria dendritic cells (DC) (21-23). Activated DC subsequently present gluten peptides to naïve T-cells which differentiate towards pro-inflammatory gluten specific T-cells (24,25) and drive a pro-inflammatory response which promotes a histological lesion characterized by a massive intraepithelial infiltration of lymphocytes, crypt hyperplasia and villous atrophy (5,12,13) which at the end will turn into the symptomatology of the disease (1,2). As for the pathogenesis of non-CD gluten intolerance patients, who are negative for both genetic and serological markers although have gluten-induced duodenal pathological changes, one explanation is that the two-signal model is truncated.
and such patients develop the first innate immune response which, however, is not coupled with the secondary and antigen-specific adaptive immune response as they lack the machinery for gluten antigen presentation (26).

CD diagnosis is currently based on genetical (HLA-DQ2+ and/or HLA-DQ8+) and serological markers (IgA anti-endomysial and/or IgA-tTG) coupled with duodenal histological alterations as assessed by duodenal endoscopy. Although the latter can be omitted in some cases like in first degree relatives of CD patients with both positive serology/genetics and clinically compatible symptoms, duodenal endoscopy is still the gold standard for CD diagnosis. Nevertheless, not all the patients agree with the need of a duodenal endoscopy especially those with silent or latent forms with no clinical symptomatology and/or those with non-CD gluten intolerance. The need of less invasive approaches for CD diagnosis is therefore a real need. Indeed, less invasive approaches would also allow an easier assessment of mucosal recovery after GFD allowing a better management of the disease.

In the current issue of *Revista Española de Enfermedades Digestivas* (*The Spanish Journal of Gastroenterology*), Bardellini et al. (27) present an interesting study addressing the question as to whether the oral mucosa could resemble the histopathological characteristics of the duodenal one in CD patients. In their cross-sectional study, they authors recruited a total of 18 CD patients at the moment of diagnosis (and therefore untreated), 19 CD patients following GFD for a variable amount to time and 15 healthy volunteers. Buccal biopsy specimens were obtained in all cases from normal looking mucosa for immunohistochemical characterization of T-cell subsets (CD3, CD4, CD8 and Tγδ). Duodenal samples were obtained from CD patients too. All untreated CD patients had a Marsh severity score over 3 (5) confirming CD diagnosis. The novelty of the work of Bardellini et al. (27) relies in the fact that they also described a dense inflammatory infiltrate rich in lymphoid cells with a considerable increase in Tγδ cells in the buccal mucosa from such untreated CD patients. GFD-treated patients displayed duodenal severity scores ranging from Marsh 0-2 (5), which was also mirrored by a slight increase of the buccal inflammatory infiltrate if compared with healthy controls but certainly lower than that reported in the untreated CD group. The findings from Bardellini et al. (27) in the buccal mucosa reflect therefore what has been shown to happen in the intestinal mucosa, where although GFD abolishes symptoms and normalizes serological markers, does not fully normalize in all CD patients in whom clinical remission is achieved (28). Such findings have therefore great relevance for CD diagnosis and/or mucosal recovery assessment following GFD as the buccal mucosa provides a more accessible tissue to assess the duodenal status.

The findings from Bardellini et al. (27) and other similar observations (29) are however opposed to other recent studies (30,31) which found no differences regarding oral mucosa lymphocyte infiltrate in CD patients when compared with healthy controls. Therefore, more studies similar to the one by Bardellini et al. (27) should be performed including larger multi-center cohorts and a blinded comparison of the duodenal and buccal immunohistochemistry analysis to confirm their findings. Other studies should also address the mechanisms controlling the lymphocyte infiltrate at the buccal mucosa. Is the buccal mucosa responding to the ingested gluten or it is mirroring the duodenum? If the latter, what is the mechanism controlling that? Are the buccal lymphocyte infiltrates gluten specific? Are there other cell infiltrates like DC? Some of such intriguing questions could be answered via DC and/or T-cell subset characterization of the buccal biopsies (flow cytometry, immunohistochemistry…) and/or immune mediators (ELISA, Western-blot…) production of the buccal explants both in freshly obtained biopsies and after *in vitro*
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GLUTEN/GLIADIN CHALLENGE FROM CD (TREATED/UNTREATED) PATIENTS AND NON-CD CONTROLS. Also, it cannot be discarded that the buccal infiltrates may be a consequence of altered leukocyte trafficking in CD patients (32), which could be reflected in altered homing profile of circulating leukocyte as recently reported in CD patients even on the GFD (33). Finally, the findings from Bardellini et al. (27) may also have implication to study the pathogenesis and/or diagnosis of non-CD gluten intolerance patients as it would also be very interesting to study if such group of patients also display such “Marsh-like” lesion at the buccal mucosa which would throw some light into the, still evasive, mechanisms controlling non-CD gluten intolerance.
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